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Laws, Rules and Regulations in Connection 
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September 9, 2010. 
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Commission's Own Motion into the 
Operations and Practices of Pacific Gas and 
Electric Company with Respect to Facilities 
Records for its Natural Gas Transmission 
System Pipelines. 
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Commission's Own Motion into the 
Operations and Practices of Pacific Gas and 
Electric Company's Natural Gas Transmission 
Pipeline System in Locations with Higher 
Population Density. 
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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Order Instituting Investigation on the 
Commission's Own Motion into the 
Operations and Practices of Pacific Gas and 
Electric Company to Determine Violations of 
Public Utilities Code Section 451, General 
Order 112, and Other Applicable Standards, 
Laws, Rules and Regulations in Connection 
with the San Bruno Explosion and Fire on 
September 9, 2010. 

Order Instituting Investigation on the 
Commission's Own Motion into the 
Operations and Practices of Pacific Gas and 
Electric Company with Respect to Facilities 
Records for its Natural Gas Transmission 
System Pipelines. 

Order Instituting Investigation on the 
Commission's Own Motion into the 
Operations and Practices of Pacific Gas and 
Electric Company's Natural Gas Transmission 
Pipeline System in Locations with Higher 
Population Density. 

1.12-01-007 
(Filed January 12, 2012) 

(Not Consolidated) 

1.11-02-016 
(Filed February 24, 2011) 

(Not Consolidated) 

1.11-11-009 
(Filed November 10, 2011) 

(Not Consolidated) 

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY'S RESPONSES TO 
QUESTIONS IN SECTION 4 OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 

JUDGES' JULY 30, 2013 RULING REQUESTING ADDITIONAL 
COMMENT1 

PG&F accepts responsibility for the tragic San Bruno accident and acknowledges 

advocated by CPSD and Interveners, that the penally should represent the maximum 

1 Pursuant to England v. Louisiana State Board of Medical Examiners , 375 U.S. 411 (1964), 
PG&E expressly reserves its federal constitutional and any other federal claims and reserves its 
right to litigate such claims in feder al court following any decision by the Commission, if 
necessary. 
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linancial pain P(i«.NIi can hoar. It is also hail policv. as sncli an approach would harm 

customers, other (tililbrnia utilities tititl the sttite in ecneitil. 
i 

remain financially \iablc. including the tax treatment of amounts disallowed." 

understanding the financial and other implications of lines and penalties as it makes one 

• 1 1 

proposal. CPSD's amended prop osal represents a SI.S billion increase o\er its original 
"> - L • II ' . mi liming me aiiiiiuoii Ol a XMMI II1111 lOI I I 

would not be used to improve gas safely. ( PSD would reverse the Commission's recent 

reasonable. This is extraordinary gi\en that these costs arc not remedial, but represent 

most stringent in the nation. CPSD's proposal also understates bv hundreds of millions 

recommendation is adopted. PG&Ii expects to incur more than S4 billion in nil recovered 

. PSD's and Iniervenors" recommended lines and penalties arc extreme and 

10 limes the largest penally ever imposed for a natural gas pipeline accident in the United 

" July 30. 2013 Ruling Requesting Additional I'ommcni at 4. 

1 .Sec P(iA:K Coordinated Remedies Uriel'at 22-23. 20 (Id Paso Natural (ias explosion resulted it 
total penullv of SI 01 .5 million, including a SI 5.5 million line and SSO million in remedial 
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storage ((i'l'&S) business in 2010 " and almost equal to the total (i l'&S revenues for the 

nine years prior to the San Bruno aeeid enl." If Pfi&I-l's (iT&S business were a 

mposed on a public utility in the United Slates." ("PSD has since increased ilia 

The Commission does not need to use extraordinary lines and penalties to send a 

. .... v.,r V.V^.. .. ...II. 

han S000 million in improvements to the gas transmission system through the end of 

hies and penalties." By framing their recommended penalties in terms of "the maximum 

*( i I •" as if it had not yet committed any shareholder funds to gas transmission system 

If (PSD and Iniervenors succeed, they could end up harming PCi&l-I, P(i&H it-. s 

mid not only its planned infrastructure improvements across the entire utility hut also 

his in a market that may well v icw California's regulatory climate as pi oh 1 L m .i 11 c. 

iniount of equity needed to fund the l ines and penalties they recommend on top ol 

5 ••• I'liis is hased on the 2010 recorded (iT&S rale base of 81.0 billion limes die authorized equity 

6 

re 
San Bruno fix. P( i&fi -10. MP( > -7 ai 2 i figure 7 -1) ( P(i&li (Thought in) (Ci"f«JtS recorded 

through 2010 totaled S4.2 billu 

8 i-San Bruno fix. P(i& I.-1A. Chapter 13. Appendix C (P(i&li Yura): fix. Joint -57 al S. 15: fix. 
JoinioS: fix. Joini-05 al 2 flable 1). See also intra notes 27-31 and accompanying text. 
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PG&lTs planned capital expenditures. In fact, lliere is no evidence that any utility has 

e\ cr issued equity for the express purpose of funding lines and penalties much less 

Commission impose the maximum financial pain on PG&li ha\e considered the 

"I'l'11""-'1 <• 

Customers will ha\e to pax for increases to PCi&Cs cost of capital: The need 

as infrastructure impro\ements would raise its cost of equity and delv.. 

Because of the higher risk premium that would he necessary to attract 

investors to PCi&K securities. P(j&17s annual revenue requirement could 

increase substantially due to increases in its cost of capital. Customers w . ' ' 

P(i&li mav need to reduce capital expenditures because it cannot raise enoueh 

and electric operations. This concern is not merely theoretical both P(i&li 

PCitSeIv would create fewer jobs: To carry out its planned capital expenditures. 

Reduced spending would mean fewer jobs. 

minorities and disabled veterans. These suppliers would feel the effect of 

• Other C alilbrnia utilities and their customers max face hiuher costs : The 

if the Commission adopts an excessi \e penally in these Oils. Downgrades 

4 
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of other utilities could lead to increased borrowing costs and higher rates for 

their customers, Pquilv investors would also need to he provided an incentive 

California's economy would he harmed : In addition to fewer jobs, an 

excessive penalty would add to the perception that California has a hostile 

itself: how would a mullihillion dollar penalty affect California's energy future? In the 

aftermath of the San Bruno accident, the Commission quickly moved to establish its 

leadership in safety and infrastructure renewal. The Commission adopted new safety 

measures including the PSPP. The Commission has improved how it considers safety 

Commission and all California gas utilities to implement "'best practices in the gas 

industry."1 

In the three years since the San Uruno tragedy. California and this Commit 

roactively undertaken enormous system improvements and infrastructure replacement 

inch of it at shareholder expense. CPSDs and Intervenors" proposals wotdd represent a 

giant step backward if the practical effect is that P(i&l-! cannot finance the improvements 

that the nation's utilities need to invest trillions of dollars in infrastructure over the 

coming decades. PC i<Se I! itself plans to invest more than S5 billion per year in 

infrastructure improvements" one oflhe largest investment plans among utilities. Willi 

Sae California's Utility Shakedown. Wall St. .1.. Sept. IC 3<)I3. p 
August 1? and September lb rulings. Pti&l- is not quoting this arlic 
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trillions of dollars ol" needed utility infrustriieture investment nationwide in the coming 

decades, utility investors have many choices beyond PCAk and California and they will 

itional investors would put money in a California utility without a risk premi 

constructive regulatory environment. A S4 billion total penalty would be construed by 

ecision significantly out of line vv ith investor expectations could negatively affect the 

on the debt ratings of all California utilities.": 

nul its neark 40 million re sidents. Ten vears ago. the Commission stalTeonstruetivelv 

bankrupiey settlement, the Commission reeogni/ed that PGAT's eredilworthiness and 

Although they are an im portanl gauge of likely investor reaction. P(iAh is not quoting the f 
:eent Standard A Poors (SAP) and Moody's bulletins in light oflhe AI.Js' August Is and | 
•icplcnihcr U> rulings. Some ofthese documents are publicly available. .Sec. e.g.. Moodyj 
Announeemenl. July 10. 2013. ,ivniltihlc m littps: vv vv vv .moody s.com research Moody s-Polilica 
;isk-lnereases-lor-P( il--Californias-l.argesl-Clilily~PK 2775X0: SAP Announeemenl. Aug. 2S. 

Up: vvvv vv.slundurdundpoors.com prot ratings articles en us '.'articleType IITMI.Aassclll) 124 
35MlN7h5. (SAP requires users accessing its articles to register, but registration is free and 
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SECTION 4, QUESTION 1 

With regard to tax benefits: 

a. What, if any, methodology should be used to adjust the amount 
of any disallowed expenditures to account for tax benefits and 
thus de termine the actual impact of any disallowances on 
PG&E and/or the amount of capital that PG&E would need to 
raise? 

i. Should this methodology treat capital investment 
different from other expenses? 

ii. If so, please explain how. 

b. If PG&E receives accelerated tax d epreciation for some of its 
disallowed investment, do the tax normalization rules 
contained in Internal Revenue Code Section 168(f)(2) and (i)(9) 
require the use of a deferred tax reserve account to track any 
difference between straight -line and accelerate d depreciation 
for the purpose of (i) understanding the impact of fines and 
disallowances on PG&E by stating the impact of fines and 
disallowances in equivalent terms or (ii) determining a 
maximum feasible amount of fines and disallowances that 
could be ab sorbed by PG&E? Please explain your answer. 
Also please explain the effect, if any, on PG&E's ability to take 
accelerated depreciation for other capital investment if a 
deferred tax reserve is not used for these particular purposes. 

PC i&l; strongly opposes the use of potential lax deductions to increase the 

ratepaxers for the assumed amount of avoided taxes attributable to tax deductions, for the 

would disregard the constitutional mandate that lines and penalties not be excessive and 

isproportionale by any measure. 1 f the Commission imposes cxcessixe fines and 

customers. If the Commission further increases the amount of fines or penalties based on 

7 
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assumptions about the availabililv of lax deductions (or requires PG&k to credit 

ratepayers the assumed amount of avoided taxes attributable to the tax deductions), it 

to increase disallowances or other penalties, or requiring PG&f to credit ratepayers the 

unw arranted departure from established C ommission precedent. As a matter of 

D1C\ contends that not shareholders ha\c borne the cost of disallowed expenses. . • • 
hit that is incorr eel. as the tax "benefits" would arise, if at all. only because PG&lfs 

nit also were ordered to credit ratepayers the amount of avoided taxes attributable to the 
l,,..t.wl . 

Ijiird- trying to determine how to factor in tax deductions even if it were 

*( itV: I -! w ill be able to deduct the disallowed costs and (2) the liming of any potential tax 

As explained in response to Section 3, Question 2, PG&E believes, on the basis of 

the facts as they are currently known and without the influence of any future facts, that it 

is entitled to deduct for income tax purposes any non -capital expenditure and to take 

accelerated depreciation over 20 years o n any capital expenditure disallowed by the 

Commission, other than an explicit fine paid to the state. Those deductions, however, 

ultimately may not be sustained. The law with respect to what constitutes a fine or 

lf" See Oil No. 24. D.N4-(>5-030. 10N4 Cal. IH ( l.l-XIS 1325. at * 14 ("If the present ratepayers 
i not bear die burden of financing new plain, il follows dial their rales should not be lower based 

P lax consequences o 1 lhal mxeslmeni in new planl. ). :jcl^ (shareholders should relam ihe lax 
e line costs). 
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similar penalty is complex. The tax aut horities have broadly applied the prohibition 

against any deduction for fines or similar penalties to include payments in lieu of a fine or 

similar penalty.17 Some expenditures made by PG&E for disallowed capital and non -

capital items, which are not paid t o a government, may not be deductible, through 

depreciation or otherwise, because they are deemed paid in lieu of a fine or penalty. This 

risk is hard to quantify and its application depends on the facts and circumstances of the 

particular case. In this matter, those facts will include future determinations not yet 

known. 

Furthermore, even if the disallowed costs are deductible, the deduction will not 

have an immediate effect if PG&E is not currently taxable due to net operating loss carry 

forwards or o ther current year deductions. In addition, expenditures relating to 

capitalized amounts will be recovered over 20 years. The value of that deduction is 

significantly less than a current expense and also assumes PG&E will have taxable 

income in the future and Congress does not reduce the tax rate as has been recently 

proposed. 

These uncertainties regarding the existence and timing of tax effects argue against 

making any adjustments to penalties or fines to reflect presumed tax deductions. 

b. If the tax t reatment required of disallowed plant is properly followed, the 

normalization rules should not be implicated in understanding the impact of fines and 

disallowances or in determining a maximum amount of fines or disallowances that 

reasonably could be absorbed by PG&E. 

The normalization rules require consistency in the treatment of rate base and the 

calculation of tax expense for ratemaking purposes. For regulatory and GAAP purposes, 

PG&E will expense disallowed capital expenditures when incurred (i.e., ex penditures are 

not capitalized or added to rate base). PG&E will not add to rate base the deferred tax 

asset resulting from the write -off of plant costs before the asset is depreciated for tax. 

Thereafter, there will be no regulatory or GAAP depreciation on these disallowed 

expenditures. Similarly, PG&E will not include tax depreciation produced by the 

disallowed expenditures in the future calculation of tax expense. As a result, for 

17 See Treas. Reg. § 1.162-21 (b)(l); Allied-Signal Inc. v. Comm. , 75 A.F.T.R.2d 95 -1287 (RIA) 
(3d Cir. Feb. 23, 1995). 
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ratemaking purposes, there should be no deferred tax expenses or defer red tax reserve for 

the difference between accelerated and straight line depreciation. In sum, after 

disallowance, neither these expenditures nor any of the tax consequences of these 

expenditures will impact customer rates. 

By not including any tax effect s of disallowed capital expenditures in ratemaking, 

the consistency requirements of the normalization rules are followed and PG&E's ability 

to take accelerated depreciation for other capital investment should not be affected by not 

using a deferred tax reserve for these particular purposes. The normalization rules would 

be violated only if future tax depreciation were used to reduce ratemaking tax expense.18 

SECTION 4, QUESTION 2 
With regard to the timing of expenses and tax benefits: 

a. What, if any, methodo logy should be used to determine the 
actual impact on PG&E, and/or on the amount of capital that 
PG&E would need to raise 

i. of capital expenditures or other expenses that will not 
be made until sometime in the future? 

ii. of capital expenditures or other expense s that have 
already been made? 

b. What, if any, methodology should be used to determine the 
actual impact on PG&E, and/or on the amount of capital that 
PG&E would need to raise, of tax benefits that will not be 
received until sometime in the future. The answ er to this 
question can be included the answers to Question l.a. above. 

This question appears to he based on the Hawed promise that the ultimate 

tave been imposed in comparable situations. The approach advocated by C'PSI) and 
. : .1 i : i:., . 

18 See I.R.S. Priv. Ltr. Rul. 9613004 (March 29, 1996); I.R.S. Priv. Ltr. Rul. 9552007 (Dec. 29, 
1995). 

10 
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disregards the I' aet that PG&h lias already undertaken major improvements to its gas 

transmission system at shareholder expense. The C ommission should reject any attempt 

in estors to prov iile their capital to a company not lor the purpose of in\ esting in 

extending the capital needs over multiple years, resulting in a situation where PG&f has 

Accordingly, whether the expenditure is made in the future or is a write -off of a 

previously capitalized investment, the equity needs are the same over time, and it would 

be inappropriate to try to adjust the penalty to account for timing differences. See also 

PG&E's response to Question 3 below. 

b. The Commission should not adjust fines or penalties based on assumed tax 

deductions. See PG&E's response to Question l.a above. 

SECTION 4, QUESTION 3 

The Overland Report states that "Currently, the company Is assuming 
recovery of these PSEP capital costs and the company is financing 
these costs with its existing capital structure. However, if these costs 
are disallowed, the company plans to write these capital expenditures 
off to expense and issue additional equity to fill the equity gap." 20 The 
Overland Report also contends that "the incremental external equity 
capital available to PCG is approximately $2.25 billion."21 

a. In order to understand the impact of any disallowed capital 
expenditures on PG&E's need for incremental equity, should 
there be an adjustment to reflect the amount of equity that 
PG&E would have issued to fund capital expenditures 
regardless of any disallowance? 

H Mr. lorncll explained lliiil il'tlic ( ommission were to impose very huge lines or penalties. 
I'(i&f. probably would have lo raise the needed equity through more than one slock issuance. 
Joint R.T. 15S7-SS (l'(i&l! lorncll): sec also Joint R.T. 144X (l'(iA:K I'ornell). Hut that does not 
mean that investors, analysts and rating agencies would not take into account the entire amount of 
lines and penalties whether they were payable all at once or over a longer period of lime when 
assessing the icgul.itoiy envuonnient and the iisk ol investing m I (iikil.. 
20 Exh. Joint-52 at 13. 
21 Exh. Joint-52 at 13. 

11 
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b. I f the answer above is "yes," what methodology should be used 
to make this adjustment? 

To respond liilh and fairly to this question, which asks about the 

other purposes. l'G&l! must provide context regarding Overland's approach and the 

Ovcrland's Approach Requires Countinu the Amounts PCi&T's Shareholders Are 

spending to improve its gas operations in setting any fines and penalties because (I) these 

* s. IIIV .1 

- hen comparing proposed lines and penalties lo those imposed in other comparable 
•MM 

"allies will affect l>(i&l-: and its customers. Dent 

——n 
imit. Overland's "threshold level" of S2.25 billion is nothing but a made up number 

Overland's approach recogni/es that the Commission mus t lake into account the full 

tenuities imposed in these Oils. As ()\erland explained, i ts analysis focused on 

i 01 equity ro&r. count issue to lund a 

producing" costs.' : In other words, any equity the company needs to issue Ibr costs "ilia 

2: \<v I'CiiSif Coordinated Reined' 
nef011 fines and Remedies at 0-

R.T. 1307. 13M-71 (CI'Sl) 

12 
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would count toward the "threshold level" " including "costs that are being incurred for 

Commission-approved activities hut not allowed into rates, like some of the pipeline 

In short, whether the Commission accepts (USD's and Intervenors" approach and 

recommendations and penalizes Pti&fi an appropriate amount under the circumstances. 

shareholder costs that should he taken into account under Overland's approach to 

I'hc Current Penalty Proposals Would Mean a Total fil'l'ocliv c Penalty ol'Al Least 

mposed in these proceedings. PCi&ICs shareholders have incurred or will incur 

(1) PSl iP expenses of approximately S000 million through 2012 " and forecast expense 

approximately SI billion (actual and forecast) above (ias Accord V adopted amounts. 

'Joint K.T. 1270 (Cl'SI) Ovcrlan 

S;m Uruno fix. I'( i&fi-1 A. Chapter 13. Appendix ( (I'd&li Yarn). The shareholder spending 
mounts shown in this paragraph are based on the information in the record, which may not 
.•present the final 2012 shareholder costs or the most current or precise forecasts of shareholder 
osts in 2013 and after, l or example, the cost information presented in San Until o fix. I'd<fcfi 
A. Chapter 13. Appendix C for 2010 through 2012 is based on information compiled prior to 
jar-end 2012. As I'dA:fi has staled previously, ifllic Commission adopts a penalty that depend 

)ii ihe speciHe amount oTcosis incurred 11 is PCJ&li s expc ctuiion iliat the (Joiiuiiissioii will 
eview or audit those costs. 

2? fix. Joint-57 at S (showing forecast unrecovcrcd I'Sfil' expenses in 2013 and using the low end 
of the range). 13 (showing these expenses continue in 2014). 
29 [ • , I , • i j • , • ,, , • , | • 

San Uruno fix. l'difcli -1A. Chapter 13. Appetulix C (I *< i I i Yura) (showing integrity 
lianagement and other non-l'Sfil' expense spending of SI 70 million): fix. Joint -05 at 2 (fable 1 

13 
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'(i&li is also mcurriny additional shareholder costs outside the yas iraiisinission 

pent 

lective penalty of approximately S4 hillion in lines and yas transmission 

shareholder costs: 

: of CPSD's Penalty Pre 
(In Millions of Dollars) 

WM 

EP Disallowance 

Additional Disallowed (i; 
Transmission Expenditures 

Remaiiiiny Shareholder I "untied PSE 
Costs and (ias Accord V Expenses" 

lolnl Effective Penalty for (ins 

1.75 

-N4.00 

shareholders are incurriny. PG&E is not askiny the Commission to include these costs in 

rates or to reopen the PSEP proceediny. Rather. PCi&E!"s point is that the Commission 

must consider the lull extent of PG&E"s PSEP costs, spendiny above (ias Accord V 

iroceedinys and lliev all count toward ()\erland"s S2.25 hillion "threshold level." 

additional yas transmission expenses included in releren eed S25I1 million abo\e aulliori/ed 
e\els in 2012 and 2015): Ex. Joint -52 at S (showiny eosls ol'emeryiny work in 2015 anil usiny 
le midpoint ol'iho ranye). 15 (rel'ereneiny emeryiny work in 2014 and hvvondt 

Ex. .loint-fo at 2 ( Table 1) (rel'ereneiny cxpens e spendiny abo\e authori/ed amounts lor core 
eralions in 2012 and 2015): Ex. Joint -5S (show iny contribution to Citv of San Hruno of S70 

This amount is calculated as follows iroundin y down): Total shareholder yas lransmis> 
sts shown above of approximate!;, S2.2 billion less S455 million. 

ission 

14 
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'PSD itself explained: 

T|lie Commission's disallowed amounts are not part of a 
'credit mechanism." They involve dollars which I'd (Sl-i 
nil! must raise through the equity capital market as part of 
he same S2.2S billion which the ()\ erland Consulting 
group claimed was the necessary limit to which the 
Commission could disallow amounts or impose fines on 
Ki&f for its \ iola lions in the Oils without affecting 
5( i& 1Cs ereditworth iness." 

his is true of all the PSfP shareholder costs, spending aho\e (ias Accord V 

ill incur not just theS435 million in PSfP costs identified hyCPSI' 

would he ahle to raise, it does not matter whether costs are labeled as "'penalties" 

irospeetive imestor cares about is that the equity will not he used for an income 

generating investment. ' The equity that P(i&f needs to issue to fund spending aho\e 

he amounts approved in rates in (ias Accord V or I'SI'P. costs that P(uScf never 

imposes. 

A Disproportionately Large Penalty Will Increase the Risk of Investing in P(i&P 

ind California Utilities (ienerallv . CPSD's and Inlervenors" recommended lines and 

"ornell of Wells fargo. who has decades of experience working for leading utility equity 

See. e.g.. I)RA Second Rehullal Uriel'Regarding lines and Remedies at (> (arguing costs the 
Commission found unreasonable in PSfP cannot be part of a "penally) 

See. e.g.. DRA Second Rebuttal Uriel'Regarding fines and Remedies at b (arguing it "makes 
i sense from a ratemaking perspective" to count, for example, costs that "P(iA:P never requester 
e recovery for" as part of total amount of equity PC \X-1 •' c issue under Overland's upproacl 

15 
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uulervvriters. 1 testified that it'ill c C 'ommission imposes a penally that is holli 

iignilieanlly larger than expected and is perceived to he excessive, investors vv ill reassess 

5(uNI 

I'lie Commission slioul d consider the reaction ofllie rating agencies to CPSD's 

uarkets will respond if the Commission adopts CI'SITs or another comparable penally. 

apital at reasonable rates." !" According to S&P. "regulatory risk is perhaps the most 

environment and the utility's ability to recover costs determine 50 percent of Moody's 

1JCi<Sc11 Does Not I hoe Access to a Limitless Supply olTuuitv Capital 

Expenditures. PCi&l-: projects capital expenditures in excess of S3 billion annually from 

ililily operations. A large portion of these capital expen dilurcs will need to be financed 

Mr. I'orncH's employ er Wells I'argo is a leading undcrvv riter of utility ei|iiiiy and debt 
securities. 1.x. Joint -Mi at 2 -3 (I'OiNK I'ontell). Mr. I'ornell personally has 23 years of 
experience as an investment banker focused on utilities and energy sectors. Joint R.T. 1533 
INuNli I'ornell): li\. Joint -MI|I'(KNT I'ornel It (Mr. I'orneH's resume is attached on the last 
age). Among other relevant experience. Mr. I'ornell served as the lead for one of the largest 
|iiity offerings ever by a I .S. utility (while he was employed by .1.1'. Morgan). Joint R.T. 1537 

f.x. Joint-bd (data request response in which Overland identified "legitimate points" made in j 

.Joint -Mi at Id (PC ids: I" I'ornell) (citing SAiP's 
•onments." Todd A. Shipment, p. 2. Nov. 7. 2< 

16 
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externally through both equity and debt. I'(i&f projects equity issuances of.Si billion to 

SI.2 billion in 2013 and \ery large additional equity issuances each year through 2010. ;; 

'(i&f \s planned equity issuances before any fine or penalty in these 

issuance of more than SsOO million is relatively unusual and will attract heightened 

i in. i minings ai c in s 

nost equity as a percentage of their market capitalization (in a single issuance or multiple 

principally to fund major acquisitions with an as sociated return for investors. s Overlain 

expenditures or an acquisition that would a dd to the earnings of the company." In fact 

^p laying a fine or penalty much less equity in the billions of dollars. 

earn reliable returns on invested capital are more likely to represent an attractive risk 

7 (figure 0) (I'Uyi: I'omcll). 

fx. Joint-00 at 25 (I'Ciitf l'ornell). Indeed, only 21 of the 01 publicly traded electric ami gas 
utilities ivvilh market eapilali/ation o\erSS50 million) issued equity from 200X through 2012 
ihrouuh marketed offerings ami there were ottlv four such issuances in total in 201 1 ami 2012. 
1.x. .loint-00 at 2r> (figure 1 1). 20 lAppetuhx) (I'Ciifcl. 1 ornell). 
47 fx. .loint-00 at 25-27 & figures 11. 12(I'(i<fcf l'ornell). 

-00 at 5. I'U&f. 1 ornel 
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P(i&li would he asking iineslors lor billions of dollars to pay lines and penalties in what 

would likely he perceived as a much riskier regulatory climate and without offering any 

tenuities and lines. But they cannot point to a single real world example of a utility that 

nil its faith entirely in Overland's Hawed theoretical analysis, which itself found that 

PCi&li would need to raise huge amounts of equity to fund those fines and penalties in 

this in an unrcceptne market that would perceixe significant regulatory risk. P(i&|{ may 

:hoice. The market w ould dictate this regrettable outcome as there is a limited amount of 

.n Txccssivc Penally Would Raise PCi&li's Cost of Capital . Inxestors haxe 

penally, would increase PCi&h's cost of equity as iineslors would require additional 

s unpredictable, adxerse and excessixely punitixe. I ligher equity costs would be passed 

Costs. II the Commission adopts CPSD's or a similar penally recommendation it is 

that "I l |he utility industry is one of the m ost capital intensive industries in the country 

ingoing basis that PG&Ii can reliably anil efficiently raise capital to finance construction 
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ul'now inlhistriiL'lure. accommodate seasonal fluctuations in cash collections and 

disbursements, and meet its obligations to serve customers " Suh-iineslment grade 

aoal of maintaining and improving PG&f's credit ratings is good public polic\." TIK 

ratings of PG&f and the other California utilities. 

leremental collateral obligations."" Just as PG&f neeils largo amounts ofequity to fund 

year from 2013 through 201b. " Higher debt costs would be passe d on to customers in 

11 VltVI. S (11 • 11 lid I 1.IMV.1 |' I WCCCUIIIgX IU IUH.U II1UIICI MKI1I "1UIII . 

ligher procurement costs, and higher collateral costs. "s Customers would also be harmei 

una\ ailability of debt financing. As a matter of policy, the Commission should consider 

Any Methodology to Set Fines and Penalties Must Take Into Account the Costs 

That Shareholders Are Already Bearing . The Commission cannot impose fines and 

penalties in a vacuum, without regard to the impact that excessive fines and penalties 

likely would have on PG&E's ability to raise capital for planned expenditures and the 

cost of any capital it does raise. Any fines and penalties imposed in these proceedings 

must take into account all of the costs PG&E's shareholders have incurred or will incur to 

.Sec fx. Joint-b(» at 12-14 (IM&f l-'ornc 

.x. .loin 

.Sir fx. JoiiU-bO ;il 14-14 (l'(i&f fornell) (discussing collateral obligations to support purchase 
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improve gas operations. This is essential because (1) otherwise, the Commission in 

effect would be penalizing PG&E for having spent money voluntarily and (2) all of these 

costs affect what additional amount of equity PG&E realistic ally can issue to fund new 

fines and penalties. 

CPSI) and lnter\oiu>rs not PG&h have framed the issue as: how much equity 

Iiscussed aho\e. But. iI' that is the perspective the Commission adopts, it is impossible to 

.wpendiuires to improve PG&E's ga s operations the same whether they are imposed in 
, .. 

ncurred \ohmtarily hy P( i&I 

md penalties) should count toward that amount. CPSI) and Intenenors want it both 

gnore PG&E's costs that are not explicit penalties imposed by the Commission even 

logical and untenable. 

b. If the Commission structures a penalty such that PG&E must spend 

certain amount on gas transmission safety before recovering costs from customers in 

rates, all shareholder expenditures should count toward the penalty amount, without 

' TERVs argument that costs the Commission lias not e.xpresslv approved cannot count toward 
lie "threshold level" of equity PG&E can llnance makes no sense. .See TERN Reply to I'G&I 
'espouse u> C 'RSI) Amended Rcplv Uriel'on fines and Remedies at 7 (distinguishing between 
osls for "Comniission-approv ed activities" and those the Commission never approv ed). Y«//e <• 
hi1 slitiri'litilth r eo.v/.v til nv/v tip/wovcd hy //ie ('umiiii ssimi u> hf iiic/inletl in rtncs . 11"thex 
lad been, they would not be paid bv shareholder*. 

TERN contends that Overland testified PG&E's spending ol'llie ESER contingency should not 
be counted toward the "threshold" amount ofei|uily. but that is not eorre et. N<v Tl RN Replv u 
Pt iiSe 11 Re*pon*e to ( I'SI) Amended Reply Uriel'on l ines and Remedies at 7. Specifically with 
regard to the contingency. Ov erland agreed that, "from an inv estor standpoint, if RG&E aetualK 
lends that monev and it is not recoverable in r ales. |it does not maller| whether it's a penally or 

simplv an unreeovered cost because the Commission decided RCkNE hadn't satisfied whatever 
" Cf. 1432 (CPSI) ()v 
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adjustments for potential tax effects or timing differences, and whether those 

expenditures relate to fines and penalties in these Oils, disallowances in the PSEP 

decision, or spending over adopted rates case amounts. While there is sufficient 

information in the record to allow the Commission to estimate the total amount of 

shareholder co sts incurred through 2012 and to be incurred in 2013 and after 

(approximately $2.2 billion), the Commission could review or audit PG&E's actual 

expenditures so that, in the end, it would not need to rely solely on the shareholder 

spending data currently in the record. 

This approach would alleviate the concern raised by TURN that the Commission 

should not assume the accuracy of PG&E's shareholder costs, particularly forecast costs 

that have not yet been spent. 61 Providing for some type of after -the-fact review or audit 

of PG&E's shareholder costs would also be consistent with Overland. While Overland 

quibbled with whether some of the shareholder costs PG&E identified on the record were 

or would be funded by sha reholders as opposed to ratepayers, it agreed that "the 

Commission, of course, will ultimately sort this out."62 

SECTION 4, QUESTION 4 

Are there any other factors that require adjustment of the nominal 
dollars of any disallowed expenditures so that the imp act on PG&E of 
any disallowances can be directly compared to any fines payable to 
the State's General Fund that may be imposed on PG&E or to 
calculate the amount of capital that PG&E would need to raise? If so, 

61 .Sec Tl :RN Reply lo l'( i&f! Rcspon so to (I'SI) Amended Reply Uriel'on l ines and Remedies 
at (referring lo "speeulati\e future forecast costs"). Continuing a point raised by ()\erland. 
TERN also argues that uhellier a cost is borne bv shareholders ullimalelv depends on whether 
PG&l. "earned more or less than its authorized rale of return." /</. at S. liven assuming this is 
correct, it does not argue against counting all shareholder costs toward ()\erland"s S2.25 billion. 
I'CnSI! could pro\ iile information about its returns lor otherwise demonstrate that its shareholder 
in fact paid the identified costs) in anv review or audit of its shareholder expenditures, 
furthermore. ()\crland could not have known whether I'ti&f! earned more or less than the 
authorized return in 2012 when it testified on March 4. 2013 t see Joint R.T. 1425 
(C I'SI) Overland I), as l'(i&l\ had not even completed its 2012 Statement of 1 arnings bv that dak 
PG&li's 2012 Statement of burnings is now complete and would show whether I'Ci&b earned 
more or less than the authorized rate of return. 
62 Joint R.T. 1428 (CPSD/Overland). Overland also conceded that it had not conducted any 
analysis regarding whether the identified shareholder costs were in fact embedded in customer 
rates. Joint R.T. 1430-31 (CPSD/Overland). 
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identify those factors and the methodology t hat should be used to 
make the adjustment(s). 

No. See PG&E's Responses to Section 4, Questions 1-3. 

SECTION 4, QUESTION 5 

If PG&E were to issue equity over a period of years to fund any fines 
or disallowances, would that have the effect of increasing the amount 
of such equity that PG&E could raise without negatively affecting 
PG&E's ability to raise capital and otherwise remain financially 
viable? Please explain. 

a. If so, how could this additional amount of equity be calculated? 

No. Whether issued all at once or over a period of years, the total amount of 

equity that PG&E could raise to fond any fines or disallowances without negatively 

affecting its ability to raise capital would not change. PG&E's ability to raise equity 

capital is limited by investor willingness to invest in PG&E, which is in large part a 

function of investors' perception of the California regulatory environment. Investors will 

consider the complete multi-year impact of the final penalty, as well as the signal it sends 

about the regulatory environment, in evaluating PG&E as an investment opportunity. See 

also PG&E's response to Section 4, Question 3. 

SECTION 4. QUESTION 6 

Should the CPUC adopt a methodol ogy for recovering for ratepayers 
tax benefits that PG&E will accrue from any disallowed 
expenditures? If so, what should this methodology be? 

No. See PG&E's response to Section 4, Question 1 above. 
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SECTION 4, QUESTION 7 

With regard to any methodology recommended in your response to 
Questions 1-6 above: 

a. How can this methodology be applied in this proceeding 
without waiting for all of any disallowed expenses to be 
incurred or all of the tax impacts to occur? 

b. If the methodology cannot be applied in this proceeding to all 
disallowances, please explain what cannot be done in these 
proceedings and why. Also, please explain when and how the 
methodology will need to be applied after the conclusion of these 
proceedings. 

a. In response to Question 3 above, PG &E discusses why the Commission 

should not distinguish between the amounts that PG&E is already spending to improve 

the gas transmission system and any new fines or penalties imposed in these Oils. This 

methodology can be applied without waiting for disal lowed expenses to be incurred by 

relying on PG&E's actual shareholder expenditures through 2012 and forecast 

expenditures in 2013 and later as reflected in the information in the record. Furthermore, 

if the Commission structures the penalties to require P G&E to spend a particular amount 

on gas transmission safety without rate recovery, the Commission could review or audit 

PG&E's actual expenditures so that, in the end, it would not need to rely solely on the 

information currently in the record. 

As explaine d in response to Question 1 above, any method that inflates the 

amount of fines or penalties based on assumed tax deductions would be unfair and 

inappropriate. If the amount of avoided taxes attributable to tax deductions is estimated 

at the time of the C ommission's decision, it will necessarily be uncertain. Assuming that 

PG&E will avoid taxes in the future could have the result of increasing an already 

excessive penalty (i.e., if CPSD's or Intervenors' recommendations were adopted). 

b. Not applicable. 
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SECTION 4, QUESTION 8 

Provide any comments you may have on PG&E's response to Question 5 in 
Section 3 above. 

Not applicable. 

SECTION 4. QUESTION 9 

Provide any other comments you may have about how the impact of 
any fines and any disallowances imposed on PG&E should be 
compared to each other or how they differently affect PG&E's need 
for additional capital. 

The Commission should take into account the following factors in comparing 

different possible fines and penalties in these proceedings, including t hose recommended 

by CPSD and Intervenors: 

Penalties Must be Constitutionally Proportionate . Never before to PG&E's 

knowledge has CPSD or any intervenor asked the Commission to set a penalty based on 

the "maximum" amount a utility can pay and remain one st ep from bankruptcy. Rather, 

the Commission has used financial capacity as a mitigating factor where higher penalties 

otherwise might have been warranted based on the facts of the case. Proportionality is 

the touchstone of the inquiry under the Californi a Constitution's Excessive Fines 

Clause.64 At a total of $4 billion, CPSD's new proposed penalty is nearly 40 times the 

largest penalty ever imposed for a natural gas pipeline accident (one in which 12 people 

died).65 It is also almost five times the equit y investment in PG&E's GT&S business in 

201066 and almost equal to the total GT&S revenues for the nine years prior to the San 

63 See, e.g., Investigation of Vista Group Int'l, Inc., D.01-09-017, 2001 Cal. PUC LEXIS 820, at 
*33 (2001) (applying financial condition as mitigating factor); Investigation of Titan Telecomm., 
Inc., D.03-01-079, 2003 Cal. PUC LEXIS 79, at *37 (2003) (same). 
64 Cal. Const, art. I, § 17. See People ex rel. Lockyer v. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co ., 37 Cal. 4th 
707, 728 (2006). 
65 See PG&E Coordinated Remedies Brief at 22-23. 
66 This is based on the 2010 recorded GT& S rate base of $1.6 billion times the authorized equity 
ratio of 52%. See San Bruno Ex. PG&E-10, MPO-7 at 26 (Figure 7-15) (PG&E/O'Loughlin). 
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ftl Bruno accident. In addition to this empirical evidence, CPSD's self-professed desire to 

inflict the maximum possible pain demons trates that proportionality plays no role in 

CPSD's recommendation. 

Penalties Should Be Used to Improve Gas Safety . The Commission should 

compare not only the total amount of proposed penalties but also whether the 

recommended penalties include a fine that would be paid to the State's General Fund. No 

public interest is served by imposing fines that will not be used to improve gas safety. 

CPSD has stated that, as a matter of law, only fines payable to the State's General 
/-o 

Fund may be imposed under Cali fomia Public Utilities Code §§ 2100, et seq. If the 

Commission adopts CPSD's position, it should not impose a large fine payable to the 

General Fund. Such a fine would not help customers and would not provide any more of 

a deterrent for PG&E than the h uge amount of shareholder costs that it is already 

incurring, without any penalties imposed in these Oils. As discussed above, PG&E has 

already spent, or is forecast to spend, approximately $2.2 billion in shareholder funds to 

improve the gas transmission system. 

Fines and Penalties Should Not Be Inflated Based on Assumed Tax Effects . For 

the reasons PG&E explained in response to Question 1 above, the Commission should 

reject any attempt to increase fines or penalties based on the possibility that PG&E wo uld 

receive a tax deduction now or in the future. 

PG&E Should Be Given Full Credit for the Costs That Its Shareholders Are 

Bearing Before Any Fines or Penalties . PG&E needs to go to the same pool of potential 

investors to raise capital for spending over r ate case adopted amounts, PSEP 

disallowances, or any new penalties and fines in these proceedings. Any penalty that 

fails to take full account of the costs PG&E's shareholders are incurring - regardless of 

whether they were approved by the Commission - understates the financial risks to 

PG&E and penalizes PG&E for not having waited to start spending its shareholders' 

money to improve the gas system. CPSD's revised penalty recommendation, for 

example, purports to be consistent with Overland's testimony tha t the maximum amount 

67 San Bruno Ex. PG&E -10, MPO -7 at 2 (Figure 7 -1) (PG&E/O'Loughlin) (GT&S recorded 
revenues from 2002 through 2010 totaled approximately $4.2 billion). 
68 CPSD Amended Reply Brief on Fines and Remedies at 5. 
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of incremental equity PG&E could issue to fund any unrecovered or unrecoverable costs 

is $2.25 billion. In fact, CPSD includes only $435 million out of a total of $1.25 billion 

in PSEP -related shareholder costs and entirely disregards approximately $1 billion in 

spending above Gas Accord V amounts. 

Thus, the extent to which different potential penalties reflect all of PG&E's costs 

incurred in improving its gas transmission operations is a critical basis of comparison. 

Because it disre gards substantial shareholder spending on gas safety, what CPSD 

characterizes as a $2.25 billion penalty recommendation is not directly comparable to its 

prior $2.25 billion penalty recommendation that counted all shareholder costs towards the 

total penalty amount. 

An Excessive Penalty Could Have Significant Ramifications Beyond Its Effect on 

PG&E's Shareholders. The total amount of costs that would be imposed on PG&E as a 

result of any fines or penalties, including the costs PG&E's shareholders are alread y 

incurring, is an important factor for the Commission to consider in comparing alternative 

fines and penalties. If CPSD's recommendation, for example, is adopted, PG&E's 

shareholders will be required to pay approximately $4 billion in total fines and pen alties 

relating to the gas transmission business. The higher the fines and penalties, the more 

likely that they would have negative repercussions, which could include: 

• PG&E may need to curtail capital expenditures : As explained above, PG&E 

simply may not be able to raise enough equity to fund penalties and planned 

capital expenditures. Putting PG&E in the position of having to defer capital 

expenditures intended to improve the safety and reliability of its systems 

would be contrary to the message that th e Commission should want to send in 

its decision in these proceedings. This is particularly true if PG&E would 

need to reduce capital expenditures to pay a large fine to the State's General 

Fund. 

• Customers would have to pay for increases to PG&E's cost of capital: 

Another likely outcome would be that PG&E's cost of capital would go up 

significantly. These higher financing costs would be passed on to customers 

in PG&E's next cost of capital proceeding (or possibly sooner if PG&E brings 
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an emergency cost o f capital case).69 CPSD and Intervenors may argue that 

PG&E's shareholders should have to shoulder any increased financing costs, 

but they would fail to recognize that prospective investors would simply take 

their money elsewhere and the market for PG&E's equity and debt might dry 

up. 

• Reduced capital expenditures would mean fewer jobs : PG&E has one of the 

largest capital investment plans in the utility industry. To carry out its 

planned investments in 2014 through 2016, PG&E expects to employ tens of 

thousands of people, directly and indirectly. If PG&E is forced to cut back on 

planned capital expenditures, the result would be fewer jobs across PG&E's 

service area. 

• PG&E's suppliers would be hurt: PG&E spends billions of dollars each year 

with thousands of suppliers, including small and medium -sized businesses 

owned by women, minorities and disabled veterans. These businesses - some 

of which rely on PG&E for a large share of their revenue - would feel the 

ripple effect of PG&E reducing capital expenditures and other costs. 

• Other California utilities and their ratepayers may face higher costs : S&P and 

Moody's may review the ratings of all California utilities if the Commission 

adopts CPSD's extreme recommendation, as that would indicate a significant 

deterioration in the regulatory climate in California. Any downgrades of other 

utilities could increase borrowing costs for those utilities or lead them to 

reduce capital expenditures with the same negative effects as for PG&E and 

its customers. Equity investors would also need to be provided an incentive to 

invest in California and would require a higher return on equity, which would 

increase the cost of equity for the other California utilities. 

• An excessive fine would be a major disincentive to invest in California : 

California's business climate is already widely regarded as one of the nation's 

least attractive, in large part due to what is perceived as onerous regulation. If 

69 See Ex. Joint-76 (responses to Questions 3 and 5). As noted above, customer rates also could 
be increased through PG&E's annual ERRA proceedings to reflect hig her short-term borrowing 
costs, higher procurement costs, and higher collateral costs. 
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the Commission adopts CPSD's or a similar proposal, it would be a further 

warning sign to investors and companies considering doing business in 

California to stay away. 

The Commission cannot afford to disregard these possible impacts in comparing 

different potential fines and penalties. 

Respectfully submitted, 

By: Is/Michelle L. Wilson By: /s/ Joseph M. Malkin 
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